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PART.A
(Answer all the Questions 5 x2 = 10 Marks)

2M
tf f(x)={:u-:')'0<x<1,th", find ksothatf beavalidprobabilitydistribution.

10, otherv,ise

If Xis aPoissonvariate suchthat 3P[X =4f :lrW =2f+PlX:0],then find PIX <21. 2M
).

The weights of 6 competitors in a game are recorded as 58, 62,56,63,55 and 61 kgs. Find 2M
the variance of the weight distribution.
In a random sample of 125 cool drinkers, 68 said they prefer thumsup instead pepsi. Find the 2M
test statistic value if the preference of population of cool drinkers is 0.5.
In one sample of 8 observations the sum of the squares of deviations of the sample values 2M
from the sample was 84.4 and in the other samples of l0 observations it was 102.6. Find the
F-test statistic value.

PART-B
(Answer all Five Units 5 x 10: 50 Marks)

1a

2a

3^

Two dice are thrown. Let A be the event that the sum of the point on the faces is 9. Let B be

the event that at least one number is 6. Find (i) PlAc vB('f (ii) PlAc aBcf (iii)
PlAc r-, Bl

Let the probability set function P is given bV P(A): !-f @)a*, where f,{*) : T,
A

x€5:{;u;0 q..t: <3J.Let,41 : [r::ft{x< ]Jana,4, :[x; t {x< 2}betwosubsets

of S. Then find F{rl, U Cr}.
OR

Let A and B be two random events such that P(A\ =1 urrd
3

conditional probabilities P(B I A) and P(Al B) .

Let,Y be a random variable that denotes the life in hours of certain electronic device. The

probability density function of .f, is -f (x) ={?u'r : for x > o 
.

10, olherwise

(i) Find the expected life of the device.
(ii) Compute the value of P[l < X <3].

5M
P(B) =i . Determine the
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4 a A student is taking a MCQ exarrr with 10 questions. Each question has five options and 5M
exactly one option is correct. Assume that the student guesses at all l0 questions. Deternrine
the probability that the student will get (i) either 4 or 5 answers correct, (ii) at most 3

answers correct.
b Suppose X denote the number of tornadoes observed in a particular region in one year

follows approximately Poisson distribution with mean 8. Compute:
(i) Plx < 3l and (ii) Pl4 < x < 6l

OR
5 Find the mean and variance of a Normal distribution in which 7o/o of items are under 35 and 89Yo 10M

are under 63.

6 a The following information represents marks distribution of 60 students in an examination; 5M
compute the median and mode.

Marks 0-10 l0-20 20-30 30-40 40-50
Number of students 5 15 20 10 10

b Estimate the ion line of Y on X frorn the following data:
Mid exam score (X) 10 25 34 42 -1 I 35 36 45

End exam score (Y) 56 64 63 58 /3 75 82 7l

5M

OR
about the value 5 of a variable are respectively,2,
p, and p, of the distribution.
nk correlation coefficient from the following data.

5M

5M7 a The first four moments of a distribution
20.40 and 50. Calculate mean. variance.

b Determine the value 5M

8a

b

It is clairned that a random sample of 49
drawn fiom a population whose mean is
the Significance at 0.05 levels.
Fit a second degree polynomial to the fo

tyres has a rrlean life of 15200 krn. This sample was
15 I 50kms and standard deviation of 1200 kms. Test

method of least squares

5M

5M

5M
OR

9 a Fit the following data of the form y : axh and hence compute y(2.5) .

Based on their total scores, 200 candidates of a civil service examination are divided in to 5M
two groups, the upper 30oh and the remaining 7}o/o.consider the first question of the
examination. Among the first group, 40 had correct answer, whele as among the second
group, 80 had correct answer. On the basis of these results, can one conclude that the first
questiorl is not good at discriminating ability of the type being examined here?

ofthe Spearnran s rank correlation coefficient from
Normal stress X 68 64 75 50 64 80 75 40
Shear stress Y 62 58 68 45 81 60 68 48

the fol owing data

X 0 1 2 J 4

Y 1 5 10 22 38

X 1 2 4 6

Y 6 4 2 2
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l0 a Tu,o random sarnples reveal the {bl1o resLllts:

Sample-l Samtrle-ll
Sarnple size 10 t2
Sample mean l5 t4
Sample S.D. 9 9

Test whether the samples came from the same normal population.
b

The following table gives the classification of 100 workers according to sex and nature of
work. Test whether the nature of work is independent of the worker (L':3.84 at 1d.f)

Stable Unstable Total
Males 40 20 60
Females 10 30 40
Total 50 50 100

11 
^

OR
Scores obtained in a shooting competition by 10 soldiers before and after intensive training
are given below:

Test whether the intensive training is useful at 0.05 significance level.

A die is thrown 264 times with the following results. Show that the die is biase d. ( tr' :
11.07 at 5 d.f & 5% L.S

* ,6 i,< END * ,k ,k

5M

5M

5M

5M

Before 67 24 57 55 63 54 s6 68

After 70 38 58 58 56 67 68 75

Number on the die
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